April 19, 83.

Alderley, in fact your country is


taller than the greater part of

ours. It is still more thickly

wooded with higher hills in the

background.

This morning I was reading

Ruskin's Lecture which he delivered

last term which has just been

printed: (actually at 1/- on very

nice paper !) the English in

parts is really beautiful of course

it adds considerably to the enjoyment

to remember how he said it. He

gives 3 more this term. Could
You let me have Mr. Robertson's address - is it still included in "Chronico Indiano"?

My work gets on pretty well; Siddiqui is very enjoyable but very indefinite, he says nothing settled, but talks in a general kind of way, it is very difficult to remember, however much you may understand it whilst reading the book, I shall read Spence's "Dana y Otties" as well but not the Otties in Balà. What is your next work? Time is going very quickly, the next two or three years will probably make a good deal of difference to several of us; at all events I hope it will see me living brought about which will make all the difference to our lives.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]